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WELL ANGLED TRAFFIC SEPARATOR

ROADBLOC™ SYSTEM

ROADBLOC™ COLOUR OPTIONS
Standard Red or White

Red/White customer specific colours can be made blue, yellow, 
orange, grey, green, black etc

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
Clean with a warm soapy cloth and allow to air dry

Keep clean and in a suitable environment
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WHITE
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PRODUCT CODE: KAV030-000-100

DISCLAIMER: Information presented within this technical specification was correct on date of issue. Information may be subject to change without notice as part of ongoing product 
improvement and development. To confirm any specific piece of information shown is current please email technical@jspsafety.com

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
The Roadbloc™ is a visual barrier, it is not suitable for protection of 
workers from vehicles crossing into the barrier

The Roadbloc should be set up against an appropriate risk 
assessment

ROADBLOC™ SYSTEM FEATURES & BENEFITS
Mini Roundabout: Each barrier can swivel at its connection point 
up to 45° to enable 8 systems to form a circle

Uneven Terrain: Each unit can be tilted at an angle whilst still 
connected making it ideal for use across uneven terrain

Visibility: Reflective strips can be placed to sit within a recessed 
area on each unit. There is also the option to add 1M high PVC 
barrier boards supported on 60mm diameter poles for increased 
visibility

Branding: Bespoke colours to suit corporate identities are 
available. Each unit contains 2 specific areas (one on each side) 
that can be embossed with a contractor’s name, logo etc

Convenient: Each Bloc features interlocking feet which allow the 
units to be stacked efficiently without the risk of them sliding 
apart, helping prevent pedestrian/worker accidents

Materials: Made from Solathene PE, offering extended UV 
protection to help prevent fading

DIMENSIONS OF ROADBLOC™

Height: 600mm

Length: 1140mm

Width:  500mm

Unfilled Weight: 6Kg (Approx)

Water Fill Capacity/Weight: Correct water line volume 
18-20 litres = 18-20Kg

Total Weight: Water filled to recommended capacity 18-20Kg 
water + 8.5Kg plastic road wall = 26.5-28.5Kg

ROADBLOC™ SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The new Roadbloc™ from JSP has been manufactured from 
Solathene™ HD and the system has been extensively trialled to 
ensure that it surpasses the demands and expectations bestowed 
on Traffic Separators by today’s Traffic Management industry

It’s unique hinge allows it to form a mini roundabout with just 
eight units and to bend upwards so that they can stand firm on 
uneven ground

They can also be stacked very conveniently. Stacks of 20 
Roadblocs™ supplied securely banded




